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(0) are studied, and 3F is shown to be a Banach space isomorphic to c 0 , the space of complex sequences with limit 0. Necessary and sufficient conditions for convergence of Σo h k p k (z) are given in terms of the coefficient sequence Λ.
Introduction. Let {p k }^ be a sequence of functions analytic on a region Ω which contains the point 0. A function / is said to possess a {p k } expansion if there exists a complex sequence h = {h k }Z such that (1.1) Σ h kPk (z) fc=0 converges uniformly to /(z) on compact subsets of ίl. The set of all such / is the expansion class of {p k }\ we shall denote this set by ^ and denote by 76 the set of all sequences h such that (1.1) is uniformly convergent on compact subsets of Ω. Let °ίJ denote the set of all complex sequences y = {y ; }o such that yι=/ ω (0), j =0,1,2,---, for some /Ef, and define the infinite matrix B by B jk =pί y) (0), O^j, Λ<oo.
We make no distinction between B and the linear sequence-to-sequence operator it defines. It is the relationship between the operator B, the expansion class & and the coefficient space 76 that we study. Suppose that /e & is given by (1.1) and let y = {/ ω (O)}o. If we differentiate (1.1) / times and set z = 0 we obtain 374 j. D. BUCKHOLTZ AND J. K. SHAW Therefore y = Bh. It follows that the coefficient space 3( is contained in the domain of B and the space % is contained in the range of B. In [2], the conditions imposed on {p k }%, which led to an asymptotic formula of the type
where φ is analytic in ίl and {a k }o is a complex sequence, were sufficiently strong to insure that the domain and range of B were precisely 2£ and ΰ ίJ. Additionally, the expansion class &> was shown to be a Banach space isomorphic to c 0 , the space of complex sequences with limit 0, normed with the supremum norm. In the present paper we relax certain of these conditions considerably and obtain the same results under assumptions leading to an asymptotic formula of the type ( [5] . We show that the assumptions we place on {p k }l imply a general result in this direction which includes most of those obtained previously as special cases.
Notation and statement of results.
Let d be a fixed positive integer and let P k denote the row matrix
Our principal requirement on the sequence {p k }^ is that there exist a vector function and a sequence {a k }o ofdxd invertible matrices such that We require that
uniformly on compact subsets ofΩ, (we define P-λ = 0) and we shall also need the requirement that the matrices {a k }l satisfy the "uniform invertibility" condition (2. 3) sup ||α k ||GHabile <°°.
Condition (2.2) implies that the convergence in (2.1) is at least uniform on compact subsets of Ω. Our last requirement is that
We define a uniqueness set for functions /Ί,/ 2 , ,f m with common domain Ω to be a subset E of Ω with the property that the restrictions to E of the functions f ί9 -,/ m are linearly independent. For example, every infinite subset of Ω with a limit point in Ω is a uniqueness set, as are "most" finite subsets of Ω. In case m = 1, a set E CΩ is a uniqueness set if and only if /,(z) Φ 0 for some z E E.
For notational convenience, we introduce the mapping λ from numerical sequences h to d -dimensional column vectors H defined by 
Then y = Bh if and only if Σ^= o h k p k (z) is uniformly convergent on compact subsets of Ω to the function f whose power series at 0 is given by
The problem of explicitly determining those sequences y which belong to the space <& is extremely difficult, even for very simple sequences {p k }^ (cf. [2] ). The coefficient space ffl is, however, much more accessible, and conditions (2.1)-(2.4) allow us to characterize it completely.
For each integer /, 1 g / ^ d, let 5 (/) denote the complex sequence with terms given by is convergent.
We note here for later use that if (2.5) converges, then (2.6)
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The expansions discussed in [2] and [3] share two interesting and apparently unrelated properties. The first of these is uniqueness: if
. The second is the existence of an underlying Banach space structure; that is, one can define a norm || || on &, under which SF is complete, such that convergence with respect to || || implies uniform convergence on compact subsets of Ω, and such that {p k }% is a strong basis for the Banach space ^. In the present setting we show that the first of these properties implies the second, and also that 2F is isomorphic to c 0 .
For each f E 3* with set
11/11 = sup
Then & is a Banach space, {p k }o is a basis for SF 9 and the mapping
defines an isomorphism between 3F and c 0 .
Note that the uniqueness assumption (2.7) is, in view of Theorem 2, equivalent to the assertion that the operator B is one-to-one.
Proofs of theorems.
The following lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem 
converges. Moreover, (3.2) converges uniformly on compact subsets of ίl if and only if the same is true of (3.3).
Proof. Since
then clearly convergence of (3.2) implies convergence of (3.3).
In the other direction, it is sufficient to prove that, for fixed t, 
Then (λh) k = aϊ(x k -x k+I ) and P fc (z) = Σ*. o <?/(*)«*, 0^k<™. Therefore
11/ =o
Since {(x n -JC Π+ I)}O converges to the zero vector, the result follows from (2.3). The uniform convergence is a consequence of (2.2) . In view of Lemma 3, Theorem 1 is equivalent to the following result. THEOREM Proof We first show that (i) and (iii) are equivalent. Using Lemma 2 and (2.4), choose points z u z 2 , , z d in Ω such that the matrix (<Pi(z k )) 9 1 ^ /, k ^ d, is invertible. In proving that (i) implies (iii) we can take {z l9 ,z«f} as our uniqueness set; for the reverse implication we will suppose that z ί9 ,z d are chosen from some arbitrary uniqueness set. 
Suppose that (2.1)-(2.4) hold and let h be a complex sequence. Then the following are equivalent:
and let v k = a k (λh) k . Then w is invertible, {u k }% converges to u, and (iii) holds if and only if ΣoU k υ k converges. Note also that u k is invertible for k sufficiently large, and we suppose without loss of generality that this is true for all k. By Lemma 1, then, we can prove the equivalence of (i) and (iii) by showing that Σ ||« k+ ,~μ k ||o< 00 .
For 0 S k < co 9 we have Σα»(λΛ)t-(P B (2)α;') Σ «*(λΛ)*.
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Let e > 0 and choose an integer N > 0 such that j ^ N implies ||Σί_,a k (λh) k I <e. Then n^N implies Since {x k -x k+{ }o converges to the zero vector, the desired result follows. If each of the series (2.5) converges, then each of the "grouped series" and this last expression tends to 0 as n -*α>. Thus (3.7) converges in the norm || ||. From the uniqueness condition (2.7), it follows that {pjo is a basis for 9.
